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Equip students with the tools and practice they need to excel on the newly 
redesigned STAAR exams for Reading Language Arts and Mathematics.
These NEW resources provide guided and independent practice activities for students as they 
prepare for the STAAR tests. The Teacher’s Guide supports educators with purposeful  
mini-lessons and additional practice exercises for daily instruction. 
 ◗ Multiple-choice and open-ended items are modeled after the STAAR redesign.
 ◗ Each lesson addresses the TEKS tested from the revised STAAR blueprint. 
 ◗ Standards-based strategies have both instruction and independent practice—more than  

just test prep!    
 ◗ Teacher’s Guides offer instructional guidance and classroom-ready tips for fast,  

easy implementation. 

Practicing for Success: STAAR® 
Grades 3–5

Each bundle includes:
 ◗ 25 Student Books plus a FREE Teacher’s Guide

(Single copies of Student Books are also available to order.)

All practice activities were written with Texas teachers
and content specialists to mirror the latest released items.
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4.6F, 4.7C, 4.9B, and 4.10D—Figurative Language

Figurative Language Across Texts

Independent Practice  

Directions: Read the story “Lack of Invention” independently.  As you read, practice the steps 

from “Look Around the Word” on page 10.

Lack of Invention

1  At lunchtime, Oliver, Ibrahim, Alessandro, and I always swap the food 

we bring from home.  Today, we peered unhappily at our sandwiches.  They 

looked like they’d been left out in the rain overnight.  We also had yellowed 

yogurt, furry fruit, and miserable muffins.  But even when the food was 

boring, our conversations never were.

2  “Red,” Alessandro suggested, “why don’t you get your dad to invent 

something interesting to eat?”

3  I shrugged.  “He’s an inventor, not a chef.”

4  “Well, what does he invent?”

5  I shrugged again.  “How do I know?  I just 

know he makes a lot of noise, and my mom 

hates all the mess.  After he’s done working, it 

looks like a tornado hit.”

6  After skipping lunch, I was starving.  On the way home from school, I 

bought tons of candy, and I scarfed it down.  By dinnertime, I was feeling 

queasy.

7  “You look a little green,” Mom said as I wandered into the kitchen.  “You 

need some healthy vegetables, like broccoli and spinach.”

8  Oh no!  Green vegetables!  Yuck!  I thought.  Dinners at our house usually 

end in an argument when Mom and Dad try to get me to eat my green 

vegetables.  I won’t do it.

9  “Redmond, eat your broccoli.  Eat your spinach.  They’re so good for you,” 

Mom pleads.  I turn into a lump in my chair, unwilling to eat any of the nasty 

green things on my plate.  They look worse than my soggy sandwich from 

lunch.

10  Finally, two hours later, my parents let me leave the table.  I’ve won the 

battle again.

11  “There’ll be no television for you tonight.  Brush your teeth, and go to 

bed!” Dad says.

12  I don’t say it, but I’m thinking, Yes!  I don’t want to go to bed, but it’s still 

way better than eating vegetables.
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5.3(J) & 5.3(K)—Number and Operations

Dividing Fractions and Whole Numbers with Models
This lesson guides students as they work on pages 30–31.

Rational NumbersThis lesson guides students as they work on pages 32–33.

Teacher Tip
Discuss different types of models that are useful when dividing fractions. Some 

types of diagrams students can use are number lines, area models, or pictures.

Teacher Tip
Remind students that it is helpful to determine if they will need to add or subtract 

before lining up decimal places or finding like denominators to find the answer.

Remind students that when drawing number lines, each interval between the numbers needs to be equal. This will help them count to calculate the answer.

Discuss why counting shaded spaces is important when writing division expressions and solving them. For additional practice, display the model and have students write and solve an expression for the model.

Students should write the expression  4 ÷ 1
8  = 32.

Remind students that total or sum means addition. Students should find like denominators to solve the addition problem.

For additional practice, have students solve this problem: The hairdresser mixed 1
3  blonde color and 1

5  brown color 
for a client’s hair color. How much more 
blonde color was used than brown?Students should subtract to find the difference. 1

3  – 1
5 . The like denominator 

is 15.
1
3 = 5

151
5 = 3

15

Students should get the difference of 2
15 .

For additional practice, have students draw a model and solve 8 ÷ 1
3 . Students should draw a model of their choice. The solution to 8 ÷ 1

3  = 24.
Answers for page 31—1. D; 2. D;  3. C; 4. D

Answers for page 33—1. A; 2. A; 3. D; 4. C; 5. B; 6. A

Remind students of place value. Have place value charts available for struggling students. Be sure to have students line up decimal points before adding and subtracting decimals.
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Practicing for Success: STAAR Reading Language Arts

 ➤ Short, rich texts that are perfect for classroom instruction.
 ➤ A range of genres, including drama, fiction, informational text, poetry,  

and paired text items help students understand and analyze a variety  
of texts.

 ➤ Clustered TEKS by texts within lessons make smart use of time.
 ➤ Teacher-guided, partner, and independent practice items for each  

purposefully curated set of TEKS maximizes learning sessions.
 ➤ Revision and Editing practice items mirror released STAAR items.
 ➤ Includes one full-length practice test—great for a benchmark! 
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5.2 and 5.11—Revising and Editing 

Revising and Editing—Text 1
Lesson Focus
I can revise and edit by looking for ways to improve my writing or the writing of others.

 1. How can we read as editors?

 

Guided Practice
Pay attention to the explanations given by your teacher after you read the selection and choose 
the best answer to each question.

Directions: Carrie is writing a paper to explain how animals adapt.  Read Carrie’s paper and 
look for corrections she needs to make.

Bears in the Backyard

(1) They’re hungry.  (2) They emerge from the woods when darkness falls.  (3) 
Black bears are not picky they’ll eat birdseed, chicken bones, or other table scraps.  
(4) Recently, black bears have been making themselves right at home in people’s 
backyards.  (5) Many people find this to be a problem.  (6) But recent research 
has shown that humans are causing the problem.

(7) Life in some U.S. suburbs is getting wilder.  (8) New homes are popping up 
of places where wildlife roams.  (9) Gregg Baker lives in Margaretville, New York.  
(10) One morning, he woke to the sound of banging.  (11) “I ran downstairs,” 
Baker says.  (12) There was a bear on the picnic table trying to break my kitchen 
window.”

(13) When humans move into a habitat, some of the land and water the 
animals need to survive are lost.  (14) According to the Defenders of Wildlife 
group, habitat loss hurts 85 percent of the species that are at risk of extinction in 
the United States.  (15) When people change habitats, some animals can adapt 
and live.  (16) Others have trouble surviving.  (17) White-tailed deer live in many 
states.  (18) Their natural predators, wolves and cougars, are gone.  (19) But now 
there are too many deer eating small plants in the forest.  (20) Ground-nesting 
birds lose their homes.

(21) Conservationists say that we can help animals by changing the way we 
build new communities.  (22) For example, in the Florida Everglades, builders 
made special bridges and tunnels.  (23) This lets bobcats, alligators, and panthers 
cross roads safely.  (24) Other animals have also been helped by nature-friendly 
building projects.

(25) Michael Klemens is an official.  (26) He works at the Wildlife Conservation 
Society.  (27) He helps city planners.  (28) “We know more about ecosystems 
and these species than we did 20 years ago,” he says.  (29) “We can take that 
knowledge and make better decisions.”

Practicing for Success: STAAR® 
Grades 3–5 

Practicing for Success: STAAR Mathematics 

 ➤ Lessons for all readiness and supporting TEKS increase students’ 
knowledge base as they prepare for the STAAR test.

 ➤ Teacher-guided and independent practice activities build student 
mathematical comprehension and independence.

 ➤ Opportunities for students to review their mathematics learning allow 
for additional reflection on what has been learned. 

 ➤ Includes two longer practice assessments for testing stamina.
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5.11Bi, 5.11C, 5.11D, 5.11Di, 5.11Dvi, 5.11Dix, 5.11Dx—Revising and Editing

Revising and Editing—Text 1 
This lesson guides students as they work on pages 60–62.

TEKS Lesson Focus 
Writing Standard 11Bi—Develop drafts into a focused, structured, and 
coherent piece of writing by: (i) organizing with purposeful structure, 
including an introduction, transitions, and a conclusion.

Writing Standard 11C—Revise drafts to improve sentence structure and 
word choice by adding, deleting, combining, and rearranging ideas for 
coherence and clarity.

Writing Standard 11D, 11Di, 11Dvi, 11Dix, and 11Dx—Edit drafts using standard English conventions, including: 
(i) complete simple and compound sentences with subject-verb agreement and avoidance of splices, run-ons, and 
fragments; (vi) prepositions and prepositional phrases and their influence on subject-verb agreement; (ix) capitalization 
of abbreviations, initials, acronyms, and organizations; (x) italics and underlining for titles and emphasis and 
punctuation marks, including quotation marks in dialogue and commas in compound and complex sentences.

Guided Practice 
 1. Tell students they will be reading a passage written by another student.
 2. Direct students to pay attention to the way Carrie writes. Have them read the text with an editor’s mindset, 

looking for ways the writing can be improved.
 3. Once students have answered the questions, review each incorrect answer and identify why each correct answer 

is the best choice.

A is incorrect because Carrie already gives examples 
in paragraph 3 about the animals that thrive or 
have trouble surviving when humans move into 
their habitats. Carrie explains how humans can 
actually help animals in paragraph 4.

B is incorrect because Carrie is not continuing the 
same idea from paragraph 3 to paragraph 4.

C is incorrect because Carrie explains the 
consequences of humans spreading into animals’ 
habitats in paragraph 3, not paragraph 4.

D is the correct answer because Carrie is changing 
from the problem animals are facing to the 
solutions humans have found.

A is incorrect because the preposition upon means “to sit on top of.”
B is incorrect because the preposition from refers to a distance of 

travel.
C is correct because homes are being built in the habitats, or homes, 

of the wild animals.
D is incorrect because down refers to being under or traveling below.

A is incorrect because the sentence is a run-on sentence. It 
needs punctuation after the word official.

B is correct because the sentence is combined with the word 
who and does not require a comma.

C is incorrect because it is a comma splice. It requires a 
conjunction after the comma.

D is incorrect because it is a run-on sentence. It requires a 
comma after the word official.

Teacher Tips
Explain that strong writers are 
able to revise and edit their drafts. 
They are able to not only recognize 
errors but see ways to improve their 
writing throughout the writing 
process.

Revision and Editing test items include item 
explanations for all answer choices!

70

4.7(E)—Geometry and Measurement
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Missing Measures
Lesson Focus 
I can find missing angle measures in adjacent angles.

 1. What are adjacent angles?

 

 

Let’s Practice! 

Missing Measures
Use the diagram to answer the question.

N

M O

P

Angle MON measures 60º.  Angle MOP measures 110º.  What is 
the measure in degrees of angle NOP?
We know that the total of the adjacent angles is 110º.  We also 
know the measure of one angle.  We can subtract the total measure by the 
measure of angle MON.
110 – 60 = 50
The measure of angle NOP is 50º.

What You Need to Know 
Adjacent angles are angles that share a 
common side and a common vertex.

We can find the measure of missing adjacent 
angles by using addition or subtraction.  In 
the diagram, the measure of angle XYW 
is 20º.  The measure of angle WYZ is 70º.  
Together, we add 70 + 20 = 90.  Angle XYZ 
measures 90º.

X
W

Y Z

If we know the measure of angle XYZ is 90º, 
and we know the measure of angle XYW is 
20º, we could subtract 90 – 20 = 70 because 
they are adjacent angles.  Angle WYZ 
measures 70º.

What information do 
we know?  What are we 
trying to find?
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4.7(E) & 4.8(A)—Geometry and Measurement

Missing Measures
This lesson guides students as they work on pages 70–71.

Measurement Units 
This lesson guides students as they work on pages 72–73.

Teacher Tip
Remind students they can use addition or subtraction with the given information to find missing angle 
measures.

Teacher Tip
Review with students which measurements are for small objects and which measurements are for large 
objects.

Remind students that the 
difference is the answer to 
a subtraction problem and 
the sum is the answer to an 
addition problem.

Ask students if they are looking 
for the sum of the adjacent angles 
or a missing angle when given 
the sum. For additional practice, 
display the diagram. Explain to 
students that the measure of 
angle FEG is 100 degrees. Have 
students find the measure of 
angle FEH. Students should find 
the difference by subtracting  
100 – 66 = 34. The measure of 
angle FEH is 34 degrees.

Display a ruler showing both 
inches and centimeters. 
Discuss why these units 
are both possible choices 
when measuring a pencil. 
For additional practice, ask 
students examples of other 
objects they could measure 
using inches or centimeters.

Discuss with students why 
meters or feet are useful 
when measuring a ladder. 
For additional practice, ask 
students for examples of other 
objects they could measure in 
feet or meters.

Answers for page 71—1. C; 2. A; 3. A; 4. A

Answers for page 73—1. A; 2. B; 3. D; 4. C; 5. A; 6. A 

F

H

GE

66°

?

Teacher tips and guided practice 
support classroom instruction.
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5.11Bi, 5.11C, 5.11D, 5.11Di, 5.11Dvi, 5.11Dix, 5.11Dx—Revising and Editing

Revising and Editing—Text 1 
This lesson guides students as they work on pages 60–62.

TEKS Lesson Focus 
Writing Standard 11Bi—Develop drafts into a focused, structured, and 
coherent piece of writing by: (i) organizing with purposeful structure, 
including an introduction, transitions, and a conclusion.

Writing Standard 11C—Revise drafts to improve sentence structure and 
word choice by adding, deleting, combining, and rearranging ideas for 
coherence and clarity.

Writing Standard 11D, 11Di, 11Dvi, 11Dix, and 11Dx—Edit drafts using standard English conventions, including: 
(i) complete simple and compound sentences with subject-verb agreement and avoidance of splices, run-ons, and 
fragments; (vi) prepositions and prepositional phrases and their influence on subject-verb agreement; (ix) capitalization 
of abbreviations, initials, acronyms, and organizations; (x) italics and underlining for titles and emphasis and 
punctuation marks, including quotation marks in dialogue and commas in compound and complex sentences.

Guided Practice 
 1. Tell students they will be reading a passage written by another student.
 2. Direct students to pay attention to the way Carrie writes. Have them read the text with an editor’s mindset, 

looking for ways the writing can be improved.
 3. Once students have answered the questions, review each incorrect answer and identify why each correct answer 

is the best choice.

A is incorrect because Carrie already gives examples 
in paragraph 3 about the animals that thrive or 
have trouble surviving when humans move into 
their habitats. Carrie explains how humans can 
actually help animals in paragraph 4.

B is incorrect because Carrie is not continuing the 
same idea from paragraph 3 to paragraph 4.

C is incorrect because Carrie explains the 
consequences of humans spreading into animals’ 
habitats in paragraph 3, not paragraph 4.

D is the correct answer because Carrie is changing 
from the problem animals are facing to the 
solutions humans have found.

A is incorrect because the preposition upon means “to sit on top of.”
B is incorrect because the preposition from refers to a distance of 

travel.
C is correct because homes are being built in the habitats, or homes, 

of the wild animals.
D is incorrect because down refers to being under or traveling below.

A is incorrect because the sentence is a run-on sentence. It 
needs punctuation after the word official.

B is correct because the sentence is combined with the word 
who and does not require a comma.

C is incorrect because it is a comma splice. It requires a 
conjunction after the comma.

D is incorrect because it is a run-on sentence. It requires a 
comma after the word official.

Teacher Tips
Explain that strong writers are 
able to revise and edit their drafts. 
They are able to not only recognize 
errors but see ways to improve their 
writing throughout the writing 
process.

Reading Language Arts
Bundles • $374.99 each

Level English Spanish

Grade 3 Bundle 
(25 Student Books & FREE Teacher’s Guide) 138452 689767

Grade 4 Bundle 
(25 Student Books & FREE Teacher’s Guide) 138453 689768

Grade 5 Bundle 
(25 Student Books & FREE Teacher’s Guide) 138454 689769

Student Books: $14.99 ea.

Level English Spanish

Grade 3 Student Book 138458 689773

Grade 4 Student Book 138459 689774

Grade 5 Student Book 138460 689775

Mathematics
Bundles • $374.99 each

Level English Spanish

Grade 3 Bundle 
(25 Student Books & FREE Teacher’s Guide) 138455 689770

Grade 4 Bundle 
(25 Student Books & FREE Teacher’s Guide) 138456 689771

Grade 5 Bundle 
(25 Student Books & FREE Teacher’s Guide) 138457 689772

Student Books: $14.99 ea.

Level English Spanish

Grade 3 Student Book 138461 689776

Grade 4 Student Book 138462 689777

Grade 5 Student Book 138463 689778
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4.7(E) & 4.8(A)—Geometry and Measurement

Missing Measures
This lesson guides students as they work on pages 70–71.

Measurement Units 
This lesson guides students as they work on pages 72–73.

Teacher Tip
Remind students they can use addition or subtraction with the given information to find missing angle 
measures.

Teacher Tip
Review with students which measurements are for small objects and which measurements are for large 
objects.

Remind students that the 
difference is the answer to 
a subtraction problem and 
the sum is the answer to an 
addition problem.

Ask students if they are looking 
for the sum of the adjacent angles 
or a missing angle when given 
the sum. For additional practice, 
display the diagram. Explain to 
students that the measure of 
angle FEG is 100 degrees. Have 
students find the measure of 
angle FEH. Students should find 
the difference by subtracting  
100 – 66 = 34. The measure of 
angle FEH is 34 degrees.

Display a ruler showing both 
inches and centimeters. 
Discuss why these units 
are both possible choices 
when measuring a pencil. 
For additional practice, ask 
students examples of other 
objects they could measure 
using inches or centimeters.

Discuss with students why 
meters or feet are useful 
when measuring a ladder. 
For additional practice, ask 
students for examples of other 
objects they could measure in 
feet or meters.

Answers for page 71—1. C; 2. A; 3. A; 4. A

Answers for page 73—1. A; 2. B; 3. D; 4. C; 5. A; 6. A 
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